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Hev Evidence that Taxes Affect the Valuation of Dividends

Abstract

This paper uses British data to examine the effects of dividend

taxes on investors' relative valuation of dividends and capital gains.

British data offer great potential to illuminate the dividends and taxes

question, since there have been two radical changes and several minor reforms

in British dividend tax policy during the last tventy-five years. Studying

the relationship between dividends and stock price moveinents during different

tax regimes offers an ideal controlled experiment for assessing the effects of

taxes on investors' valuation of dividends. Using daily data on a small

sample of firms, and monthly data on a much broader sample, we find clear evi-

dence that taxes change equilibrium relationships between dividend yields and

market returns. These findings suggest that taxes are important determinants

of security market equilibrium, and deepen the puzzle of why firms pay divi-

dends.
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Financial economistB have long been puzzled by corporate dividend

behavior. Many rational personal investors should value a dollar of corporate

dividends less highly than a dollar of corporate retentions, because the

former gives rise to greater tax liabilities. Corporations, however, face

equal costs of paying out dividends and retaining earnings. Miller and

Modigliani (1961) demonstrated that in the absence of taxes, dividend policy

should have no effect on share valuation. If dividends are tax penalized, the

value maximizing strategy for a firm should involve paying no dividends. It

is therefore surprising that dividend payments to taxable investors are

widespread. In I9BI, dividend tax revenues in the United States were esti-

mated to exceed twenty billion dollars. Indeed, some have interpreted the'

large volume of dividends paid as evidence against the rational behavior

postulates typically used by economists.

. . The dividend question has stimulated a large theoretical and

empirical literature concerned with the question of investors ' valuation of

dividends. In particular, the question of how taxes affect the market

vailuation of dividends has generated considerable controversy. Kumerous

studies including Litzenberger and Ramaswamy (19T9, I982), Auerbach (I983),

and Gordon and Bradford (198O), have isolated relationships between stock

returns and dividend yields which are consistent with the existence of tax

effects. ._ Others , notably Miller and Scholes {1982), have suggested alter-

native explanations for the relationship. Indeed, Miller and Scholes go so

far as. to claim that "after correcting ... for information effects, we find

no significant remaining relation between returns and expected dividend

yield- certainly nothing that could be considered a yield-related tax
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effect of the classic kind I 1982, p.llBl)."

A full understanding of how dividends affect returns still eludes

us, in part because of the difficulties involved in constructing satisfactory

empirical neasures of ex-ante returns on securities. If ex-ante returns are

mis-modelled and yields are correlated with required returns, dividend

yield effects will not be estimated consistently. This makes the isolation

and attribution of tax effects problematic.

This paper presents the results of our research on dividends and

taxes using British data. As Miller and Scholes argue; the identification of

tax effects is likely to be impossible using data generated under a single tax

regime. British data offer great potential to illuminate the taxes and divi-

dends question because there have been two radical changes and a number of

minor changes in British dividend tax policy during the last thirty years.

Examination of the relationship between dividends and stock price movements

during different tax regimes offers an ideal controlled experiment for

assessing the effects of taxes on investors' valuation of dividends. This

opportunity is not available in the United States, where there have been no

comparably radical tax reforms.

Our results confirm the view that the taxation of dividends redu-

ces their relative valuation by investors. Using daily data on a small

sample of coiapanies and monthly data on a much broader saiqsle, clear evi-

dence that taxes change equilibrium relationships between dividend yields

and narket returns is presented. The finding that dividend taxes are

recognized by investors and affect the ex-ante returns which they demand



only deepens the puzzle of vhy firms pay dividends.

The paper is organized els follows. Section I describes the evolu-

tion of the British tax system over the last thirty years and discusses the

tax reforms which form the basis for oar empirical tests. We consider both

the tax treatment of individual investors and the rules governing arbitrage

around ex-dividend days. Section II utilizes the ex-day methodology to

examine tax effects for a small sample of companies. Section III describes our

primary data set, the London Business School monthly share price data base,

and reports on the i-elationship between monthly dividend yields and market

returns during alternative tax regimes. Section TV presents our conclusions

and describes several directions for future research.

It &;:: -
I



I. The Taxation of Dividends in the U.K.

During the last twenty years, Britain has undergone two substantial

refonns in British the taxation of corporate income. British data are there-

fore especially powerful for testing alternative hj'-potheses about the impact

of taxes on the market valuation of different forms of corporate income. If

taxes affect the relevant marginal investor, then the relative valuation of

dividends and capital gains should change when the tax law changes. The major

changes in British corporate income taxation can safely be viewed as exoge-

nous. Both occurred following transitions of the political party in power,

after elections in which taxes were not an in^jortant issue.

The tax changes we consider influenced investors' valuation of divi-

dends and capital gains. The first important change occurred in 19^5 , "when

the newly-elected Labour Government instituted a capital gains tax at a statu-

tory raxe of 30 percent. This reform should have increased the relative

valuation of dividend income. The second change occurred in 19T3, when the

Conversative government introduced an integrated corporate income tax vhich

effectively reduced the dividend tax rate on personal and corporate investors

and actually provided a dividend subsidy to imtaxed institutions.

"We begin by clarifying how an integrated tax system like that intro-

duced in Britain in 1973 affects investors' relative valuation of dividends

and capital gains. To motivate this, assume different securities yield

different combinations of certain capital gains (g) and dividends (d)

per unit value. Let m equal the marginal dividend tax rate, and z the effec-

tive tax rate on capital gains. All investors face the .same tax rates^ and
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require em after tax return of p . Asset market equilibrium requires that:

(l-z)g + (l-m)d = p. (1)

The tax unadjusted return on a share vith dividend yield d and capital

gain g is R = g+d, and using (l) we can write

The pretax return on higher yield securities is higher than that on low

dividend shares. This return Just compensates investors for the extra

taxes they must pay. Prior to 19^5, there was no capital gains t^x so 6 = m.

Between 19^5 and 19T3, when Britain's tax system was very similar to that in

the United States, investors faced both dividend and capital gains taxes, smd

6 = (m-2)/(l-z).

In April 19T3, the tax system was reformed in a way which substan-

tially reduced the tax rate applicable to dividend income. Investors are now

permitted to take a partial credit for corporate tax payments in evaluating

their dividend tax liability. This tax system is similar to the tax integra-

tion proposals which have "been suggested to eliminate the "double taxation" of

dividends in the United States. Equivalently, in the post-19T3 British system

the' corporate tax is a kind of withholding mechanism for collecting the divi-

dend "tax, where the amount withheld is "imputed" to the shareholder. In this

•case 6 becomes:-. --• c- -

-i-iC '

b---- -• . .^ .

m-w -•- •-'----
. .-.

where m still denotes the dividend tax rate and w is the imputation rate.

This formula could, of course, also describe the pre-19T3 system, with w = 0.



The workings of an imputation system are most easily demonstrated by

vay of an example. Suppose a firm pays a £2.00 dividend to a shareovner in

the 50 percent tax "bracket. Assume that w = .33, implying that corporate tax

payments worth thircy three percent of the dividend can be applied as a

credit against individual dividend taxes. Personal taxes are calculated on

grossed up dividends, rather than dividends net of withholding at the cor-

porate level. Therefore, the tax base for the 50 percent dividend tax is

f3, and the shareholder's total tax liability is £1.50, Of this liability,

£1 is accounted for by the money which was withheld at the corporate level,

leaving a personal tax liability of £.50, 25 percent of the dividend

received after withholding. For an investor in the 33 percent tax bracket, no

further taxes would be due. For shareholders with tax rates below w, the

Inland Revenue would provide a refund of (m-w)/(l-w) times the dividend.^

It is sometimes suggested that the relevant narginal investor for

the valuation of dividends is either a tax free institution or a broker-

dealer who engages in trading around the ex-day. Some discussion of the regu-

lations affecting dividend arbitrage is therefore needed. Prior to 19T0,

"dividend stripping" by trading around ex-days was apparently widespread.

J-5aJor changes in the tax rules relating to dividend trading occurred in 19T0.

For an individual, after 19T0, if trading around ex-days such as selling

shares before the ex-day and repurchasing them later reduced his tax liability

by more than 10 percent in any year, his transactions could be declared void.

He could be assessed for the tax to which he would have been liable if he did

not pursue this strategy. The second major class of investors is tax-exempt



institutions. After 1970, their trading around ex-days could be declared void

if they "bought and sold the share vithin one month of the ex-day. In this

situation, the institution could be required to pay a partial tax. For tra-

ders in securities, the third najor class of investors, both dividends and

realized capital gains are taxed at the personal income tax rate (for part-

nership dealers) or the corporate rate (for incorporated dealers). Since

1970, vhen a dealer trades in securities around ex-days and holds the shares

for less than a month, a substantial fraction of his capital loss on the tran-

saction can be disallowed for tax purposes. As the holding period declines,

the fraction disallowed rises and can reach 100 percent.

While the interactions among these tax provisions are difficult to

describe, two facts stand out. First, the opportunities for avoiding taxes by

trading around ex-days were substantially reduced for all investors in 1970.

To the extent that trading around ex-days is inrportant in determining ex-

dividend price movements, we would expect to observe noticable changes around

1970. Second, the average tax burden on dividend income, relative to capital

gains, declined in I965 and fell substantially in 1973. To provide some indi-

cator of these changes. Table 1 presents estimates of the average marginal tax

'rates on dividends and capital gains implied by the tax rules and the distri-

bution of share ownership for the years 1955-19B1. These tax rates were

calculated ty first determining the marginal tax rates applicable to different

-&_' classes of shareholders, assuming they did nothing to avoid taxes, and then

averaging these rates across investor classes with weights proportional to the

shareholders' total equity holdings. A detailed description of the procedures



Table I

Marginal Dividend and Capital Gains Tax Rates

Weighted Weighted

Average Average Excess Return

Marginal Effective Per Pound Of

Dividend Capital Gains Dividends

Year Tax Rate (m) Tax Rate (z) (6)

1955 .518 0.0 .518

1956 .516 0.0 .516

1957 .515 0.0 .515

1958 .1*98 0.0 .1*98

1959 .k8k 0.0 .1*81*

i960 ,kBe 0.0 .1*86

1961 .I485 0.0 .1.85

1962 .liB3 0.0 .1.83

1963 .1*83 0.0 .1*83

196k .516 0.0 .518

1965* .533 0.0/. 181* .533/. 1*27

1Q66 .1*89 .171* .381

1Q6T .1*88 .172 .382

1968 .1*81 .169 .375

1969 .1*69 .157 .370

1970 .1*52 .152 .353

1971 .1*1*1 .11*9 .31*6

1972 .1*20 .11*8 .319

1973* .1+02/. 01*9 .11*3 ,302/— 109
191h .107 .131* -.031

1975 .01*9 .130 -.093

1976 -.015 .132 -.169

1977 -.01*5 .131* -.207

197B -.050 .135 -.211*

1979

.

-.069 .136 -.237

1980" -.129 .131* -.301*

19B1,
.. ,

-.121 .133 -.293

Average Values:

Regime I (1955-1965) .1*997

Regime H (1965-1973) .1*662

Regime HI (1973 - ) -.0277

0.0

0.162

O.13I*

.1*997

.3639

-.187

Source: King (1977), King, Naldrett, and Poterba (I9BI*), and authors' calcula-

tions. The data for I965 and 1973 refer to the months "before and after

the April tax reforms.



used in deriving these tax rates can be found in King (19TT) and King,

Naldrett and Poterba (ipS^).

The table showB both discrete changes in average marginal tax rates

caused ty the two tax reforms, and continuing movements which result

from trends in the pattern of share ownership. In 1955, more than two-

thirds of ftIT equity was held try persons, who are the most heavily taxed

class of investors. By I9BI, this fraction had declined to less than forty

percent.'' The marked decline in personal, holdings coincided with the

rapid rise in the value of institutional holdings, particularly untaxed

pension funds. These trends have reduced the marginal tax rates on both

dividends and capital gains. We should emphasize that the weighted average

tax rates are only designed to indicate the magnitudes of tax changes. Ho

theory holds that asset returns should be governed by weighted average margi-

nal tax rates of the type computed here.

The third column of Table I presents a summary measure for the

tax system's treatment of dividends and capital gains. Since our study is

directed at estimating 6 from market data, it is informative to calculate the

vaiues which would obtain if market returns reflected the average narginal tax

rates on all shareholders for the different tax regimes. The data clearly

reflect substantial variation. Prior to 19^5, in what we refer to as Regime

1,6 averages .50. This reflects a substantial tax burden on dividends and

the absence of capital gains taxes. Between 19^5 and 19T3, 6 averages .36,

lower than in Regime I largely because of the capital gains tax. Finally,

since 1973, 6 has actually been negative in many years. The average value of
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6 during Regime III is -.187.

With these benchmark values of the tax parameters in mind, ve exa-

mine share prices to see if the tax changes have left a trace in the neasured

pretax returns of different securities. In the succeeding xwo sections we

report estimates using daily and monthly data of the market's relative

valuation of dividends and capital gains under different tax regimes.

II. Dividend Valuation: Tests Using Daily Data

The most straightforward test for the existence of dividend tax

effects on stock prices is the comparison of share price movementB and

dividend jayments on ex-dividend days. Numerous authors, including Elton

and Gruber (19T0), Black and Scholes (19T3), Green (I9B0), Kalay (I9B2),

Eades, Hess and Kim (I9B2), Auerbach (19B3), Hess (19B3), and others have

used daily data to analyze relative share price movements in the United

States. These studies have found that in general share prices do decline on

ex-days, bat ty less than the amount of the dividend.

These results have been interpreted as supporting the hj'pothesis

that taxes influence market behavior, since shareholders discount future divi-

dend taxes. However, this tax-based explanation has been subject to some cri-

ticism. Hess (19B2, I9B3) showed that the restrictions implied ty the

after-tax CAPM are violated in daily and monthly"- returns. However, since his

tests Ej-e joint tests of both the tax effects hypothesis and a particular

model of ex-ante security returns, it is difficult to decide whether the tax

hypothesis is at fault.
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Black and Scholes (19T3), Green (I98O) and Kalay (1982) raised a

second objection, suggesting that short-term trading by tax arbitrageurs ren-

ders the ex-day approach powerless in measuring tax effects. If short term

traders are the marginal investors around' the ex-day , then estimated share

price movements vill not reflect the tax rates facing the firm's "usual"

clientele. Moreover, since one of the most likely arbitrageurs is the securi-

ties broker who faces identical tax rates on dividend income and on short term

capital gains (m=z), this short term arbitrage should lead share prices to

decline by the full value of their dividends."

As we noted above, there were changes in the rules concerning ex-day

trading during our sample period. This is particularly evident in the 1970

Finance Act. If the short-term trading toTJOthesis is correct, then we would

expect to see relative price movements which were closer to -1.0 before 19T0

than in later years. As we shall see below, these predictions are not borne

out by the data. If anj'thing, the opposite has occurred and relative price

movements have narrowed in recent years. This is the prediction of the tax

effects typothesis, not the short-term trading model, and explains in part why

we favor it as an explanation of share price reactions to dividends.

To estimate the share price response to dividends, we obtained daily

data on the share prices and dividends of sixteen large U.K. firms.' A

listing of these firms and the periods covered by our data may be found in the

appendix. Using information on ex-dividend dates for these firms obtained

from the London Business School share price data tape, we consulted microfilm

copies of the Financial Times and recorded closing share prices on the trading



day before the ex-date, the ex-date itself, and the day after the ex-date.

For each firm in the sample, we included all ex-dates between 1955 and I98I

corresponding to cash dividend payments which were taxable as ordinary income

and not accompanied by any dividend rights, stock options, or other special

features. Our data set contained returns for 633 ex-days and 616

non-ex-days. Ve also obtained data on the value of the Financial

Times-Actuaries 500 Share Index for each day on which prices were measured,

and used this index to construct a market return series.

"We estimated two models for E , the total pretax return on security

i. The first is

^ =B^+B,E +yal d +v
it '^O ^1 nt

t,i J Jit it it
(M

where E is the market return and B . is a company-specific coefficient

which should resemble the security's beta. The dividend yield on each day

is d , and I^,-^ is an 'indicator variable for the it-th dividend falling within
It j3-t

tax regime J, j = 1, ...3. The a coefficients reflect the excess pretax

return on ex-dividend days, so it is an estimate of 6 for each tax regime. If

the tax-effects hypothesis is correct, then the parameter a should depend

upon the relative tax rates on dividends and capital gains. In particular, we

would expect a* to vary across tax regimes.
J

The second equation which we estimated took a nore agnostic approach

to modelling ex-ante returns, and introduced firm-specific intercept terms:
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These equations were estimated ty a generalized least squares procedure

p
which allowed for heteroscedasticity across different firms. Since

there were few instances in which two firms had coincident ex-days, residual

correlation across firms was not an issue.

The results of our ex-day share price study are shown in Table U,

The first two rows show the results of estimating {h) and (5) for ex-dividend

days alone. There is clear evidence that the a coefficients have changed

over time, with values "between .3 and .k in Regimes I and II and much

smaller values, between -.15 and -.1, in Regime III. This finding suggests

that changes in the capital gains tax rate, the principal difference between

Regimes I and II, did not exert a pronounced influence on ex-day price move-

ments, but the reform of dividend taxation in 1973 did have a substantial

effect. The difference between the Regime II and Regime III coefficients

averaged across the two reported nodels is .kk3t which is somewhat smaller

than the difference of .551 between the average values of 6 computed in Table

1. j
'"

_

- • We experimented with several variants on our ex-day equation.

First, we computed two-day returns for each security, assuming that the

investor held his shares for the ex-day and the following day. When we

repeated our regressions on the 2-day returns, the coefficients changed,

although not markedly, and the basic conclusion that the 19T3 tax reform had
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an impact on relative ex-day price movements remained. These equations are

reported as rovs three and four in Table II. The same finding emerged vhen

we estimated our equations on daily data including the ex-days and the

following days as independent observations. The estimates of a for the first

two regimes rise to over .i*, while the estimates for Regime III remain negative

the difference between the Regime II and III coefficients was of the same

magnitude as that computed using only ex-days. In each case, the dif-

ference between the Regime II and Regime III coefficients is statistically

significant at the 99 percent confidence level. Our results were quite robust

with respect to the exclusion of particular firms; when the equations were

estimated separately for each firm, ih of our l6 companies had estimated

Regime HI coefficients which were smaller than those for Regime III.^

We adopted another approach to testing the "tax-effects" t^n^othesis,

exploiting both the within-regime and the across-regime variation in tax

rates, by comparing our estimate of a for each year with 6 in Table I. The

trypothesis that a = 6 was rejected at standard significance levels. Eowever,

tests using a = (m-w)/(l-w) , imposing z = 0, did not reject the mill

hypothesis. This suggests that our measures of capital gains tax rates may be

very imprecise indicators of actual tax rates.

Previous research, such as that of Gordon and Bradford (1980), has

documented the existence of large fluctuations in estimated tax effects

even over periods when the tax law was stable. They also found using monthly

data that the "implied tax rate" on dividend income declined between 1925 and

1935, even though dividends were not taxed in the U.S. until 1936. However,
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their results nay be driven "bry the large changes in riskiness and required

returns during this period.

To neasure time series variation in our a 's, we re-estimated

equation (2a) from Table II allowing separate a coefficients for each year.

When the tax regime changed during the year, we estimated separate coef-

ficients for the two regimes. These resulting estimates are shown in Table

III. The coefficients are clearly subject to substantial variability, even

within tax regimes. However, there is a pronounced drop in these coefficients

beginning in the second half of 1973, again suggesting the importance of tax

effects. There is no comparable change in 19T0, when the tax rules on trading

were changed.

While daily share price movements are likely to yield the most pre-

cise evidence on dividend valuation, they may be contaminated ty tax arbitrage

or other' unusual return patterns around ex-days. If taxes play an important

role in the valuation of dividend income, then it might be possible to detect

this phenomenon in a large sample of monthly security returns. While monthly

data are subject to various other biases, discussed below, we now turn to an

analysis of tax effects in monthly data for the period 1955-Bl.

III. Dividend Valuation: Tests Using Monthly Data

A. Methodology

. . . .„. A simple model, which we use as a point of departure for estima-

tion, is the after-tax CAPM described ty Brennan (l9T0), Auerbach {19B3), and

Gordon and Bradford (198O). The tax modified capital Tiarket line requires



Table III

Time Series Movements in Dividend Valuation

Year Estimated a

1956 .11+9 (.ITT)

195T M9 (.165)

1958 .393 (.151)

1959 .63T (.182)

i960 .361 (.201)

1961 -.11+2 (.20T)

1962 .3T8 (.191+)

1963 .2T6 (.205)

196I+ .050 (.1T1<)

1965 .30l+(. 186)/. 5l46(. 21*0)

1966 .2T2 (.150)

196T .259 (.11*8)

1968 .251+ (.190)

1969 .1»60 (.180)

19T0 .1*59 (.151)

19T1 .298 (.11*5)

19T2 .1*55 (.180)

19T3 .365(.305)/-.0l*l*(.29T)

19Ti* -.11*6 (.160)

19T5 -.600 (.185)

19T6 -.031 (.161*)

19TT -.109 (.1T1+)

19T8 -.115 (.168)

19T9 -.056 (.13T)

1980 -.093 (.139)

1981 -.061* (.11*5)

Hotes: The coefficients were estimated from the equation:

1981

R =g +3»E + ) cyT 'd +v
it 01 li mt

1=1956 J J^^ ^^ ^"

The data set including only ex-days was used. The variables I*^^ ^^^

indicator variables shoving that the it-th dividend fell vithin year J,
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that for each security i,

(l-z)£^^ * {l-;)d^^ = (l-m)r^ -^l^l-^)g„rt. ^
(^-^^^'^mt-^^-^^^'-ft'

* ^
it

^^^

where (l-m)r is the after-tax risk-free rate of return, m = r^, p and

and d_^ are the capital gains and dividends on the market portfolio, 6 .
=

mt i

Cov(E^^, R_^ )/Var(B_. ), and m is the marginal tax rate on interest income.
it mt mt

We use ~ above a return to show that it is measured after tax. Dividing

through expression (6) ty (l-z) and manipulating terms yields

(1-^ . )

ht = %t *
"^it

= -a±) ^^--^^n " ^^e^. * ^^-^
^'^mt^

* ^ V. " ^if ^"^^

In daily data, the variation over time in the risk free rate and

the market dividend yield is small, so ve could approximate (T) "by

This vas the equation vhich ve estimated in the last section. In

monthly data, hovever, the specification of ex-ante returns is more

important. We therefore employed two alternative models. The first followed from

(6):

\^ -
^^--^-ft

- ^i^^mt-^^-^V.^ =
'^l^lit^it " °2^2it^it * ^3-3it^it * -if ^5)

where B is the total return on the market and u is an error vhich assumed
mt It

to be uncorrelated across firms and time .11 Again , the I are indicator
,

variables for different tax regimes.

To estimate this model, we first estimated a set of B .
i"or each

firm from regressions of the total security return on the market return. We

allowed B. to varj-- during the sample, fixing it for five year intervals.
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Tbe results were not particularly sensitive to our choice of interval

length. Ve also tried a tvo-stage procedure vhich began hy defining F "

d • g , estimating B , and estimating a for each regime. We than redefined
jut sit it

E = (l-a)d + g , similarly adjusted share returns as R_,^ = (l-a )d^_^ "^ E ^ t

nt mt mt it it mt

and used these nev returns to estimate new B 's. The new B were then vised to

form the left hand side variable in (9). A similar procedure vas used by-

Gordon and Bradford (I9B0). Our results were insensitive to these

experiments; the findings reported below correspond to B.'s estimated from

unadjusted R and R^ .

Estimating Q 's from (9) may be subject to serious biases if the

assumptions underlying the CAPM are not valid, or if B 's cannot be accurately

estimated. The substantial problems of infrequent trading and the failure of

stock market returns to measure the return on the whole constellation of

assets held by investors complicate the estimation of B . • ^or ^ relatively

small open econony like Britain, it is especially unlikely that the aggregate

stock market is a very good proxy for total wealth.

Failure to adequately proxy ex-ante returns has potentially serious

consequences, particularly in working with monthly data. Because increases in

ex-ante returns depress stock prices, they will be associated with increases

in dividend price ratios. These may lead to upwards biased estimates of the

tax effects on the valuation of dividends. To control for this possibility we

follow Miller and Scholes (1982), and add a variable "^.fP. where

^it
^sP^ssents the split-adjusted nean price of security i in our sample.

This variable is intended to pick up the effects of immeasured risk changes

which affect the firm's price. The expected sign of this variable's coef-
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ficient is positive. When the risk of a security rises, its price vill decline

and provided dividends adjust slovly to new information its dividend yield

vill rise. At the same time, the ex-ante return on this security vill rise,

leading to a positive association between measured dividend yield and return.

To capture other possible misspecifications, the average dividend yield over

the past year, (D/P), vas also added to equation (9).

We also employed an alternative approach vhich imposed fewer theore-

tical constraints on the data. We assumed that

p _ (l-m)r =u+6 + a 1 d +al d +al d +e . (lO)
it ^ ^ ft t ^Oi 1 lit it 2 2it it 3 3it it it ^

^

Equation (lO) is a standard model in the analysis of covariance; it allows for

firm effects and time effects in describing stock market returns. Each firm

is assumed to have a constant required excess return on an after tax basis and

there is some "market news" which affects all firms- at time t. In principle

equation -(lO) could be estimated directly by adding a dumncr variable for each

firm and each month to our regressions. This is not practical due to the size

of our sample. An alternative approach, described in Maddala (197T), is to

subtract the means for each firm and for each month from each variable in

(lO). We considered some models with only firm effects and others with both

firm effects and time effects. These were estimated as:

\t-\. -'^-"><'-rt-fJ=°i'^iit^it-^i.i' (11)

for firm effects, and similarly (subtracting time means as well) for firm and

time effects. The term R is the average value of E for firm i, and
1. It
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(3 is the time average of I d for firm i. This procedure is numerically

i.J Ji"^ i"t

equivalent to doing a regression vith firm intercepts, but it is much less

computationally burdensome. In estimating (11 ), ve also allowed for the

unmeasured changed in required returns by adding the inverse price level and

the average dividend yield variables, appropriately de-meaned, to our

equations.

Before presenting our monthly regression results, there is one

remaing methodological issue to discuss. This is the question of information

effects and the relationship between yields and returns. The problem arises

if dividends are announced and paid in the same month. In this case, there

will be a positive correlation between announced dividends and "dividend

news." Assuming that the announcement of higher than expected dividends

causes stock prices to rise, information effects will give rise to a spurious

positive correlation between yields and returns. Miller and Scholes (I9B2)

point out an additional, ncre subtle bias. Some firms that pay zero dividends

undoubtedly surprised and disappointed their shareholders by omitting their

dividend. This also leads to an upward bias in the estimate of the effect of

dividend yields on returns.

:.:.--.. ... 'Vfe adopted two different procedures for addressing this problem.

The first is a variant on one of the procedures used by Litzenberger and

Ramaswany (1982). "We included in the sample only observations for which

i). positive dividends were paid but had been announced in the preceding month,

or ii) no dividends were paid but positive dividends had been paid within the

preceeding two months. The logic of this selection rule is that market
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participantB are unlikely to expect dividends to be paid vithin two nonths

of a previous dividend payment, especially since in Britain dividends are

almost tuiiversally paid on a semi-annual basis. Restricting the sample to

these observations shoiild eliminate most of the bias due to information

effects.

Unfortunately, data on dividend announcement dates vere only

available for part of our sample period (1965-19TT). The restricted sample

method could therefore not be used to estimate yield effects over the entire

I955-I9BI period. To obtain estimates for the full sample period, we adopted

an instrumental variable procedure similar to that suggested "by McCallum

(1976) in the context of rational expectations macro models. The

basic idea is as follows. Suppose x^ is a rational expectation of x

conditional on some information set SI . It then follows thar:

where 6 is orthogonal to any element of the information set SI .

Equation (12 ) implies that the use of x as a proxy for x gives rise to

a classical errors in variables problem. It nay be solved by \ising any

element of £J that is correlated with x^ as an instrument for x . Ve therefore

use average lagged dividend yield as an instrument for the contem-

poraneous dividend yield in those months in which a dividend was paid. The

definition of our instrument is d = Id. ,, + d.^ ^ *
*^-t-l"?

* ""i^ich

is essentially the previous year's dividend yield in this month, with a minor

12
correction to allow for possible timing differences in two consecutive years.



When d =0 our instrumental variable was also set equal to zero. This may-

leave some small residual bias but it should be common to all firms, and

reasonably constant over time.

Our instrumental variable procedure differs from the iterated

least squares procedure used by Litzenberger and Rcunaswany (1979, 1982) and

many other authors. These authors use a first stage regression to create an

expected dividend yield variable vhich they then include in estimating an

equation like (9). However, as Hausman (19B3) explains, this procedure is

flawed in two respects. First, unless all the variables included on the right

hand side of (9) or ajiy other second stage equation are included in the first

stage, the second stage estimates vill be inconsistent . Second, even if all

the appropriate variables are included, the standard errors will be overstated

if a two stage procedure is used. Our results therefore correct for infor-

mation effects and also present consistent standard errors. -^^

It is important to recognize that the biases in estimated tax

effects due to information effects and mismeasurement of risk which have been

extensively discussed in the literature should infect the yield-return rela-

tionship in a similar way during all tax regimes. By studying the differences

in estimated yield effects under alternative tax regimes, we are able to

measure tax effects with less contamination by other spurious factors than

many previous studies. Failures in our model of ex-ante returns and other

^specification errors are ]J.kely to exert a roughly constant bias in all regi-

mes. The variation in coefficients across tax regimes should therefore be the

focus of our attention.
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Our monthly returns data were drawn from the London BusinesB School

share price data base, provided hy Mr. Jereno^ Smithers of the LBS. This data

set includes monthly observations on prices, dividend payments, and market

indices for 3,500 U.K. firms during a twenty-six year period between 1955 and

1981. There are a total of over 550,000 company-months of share price infor-

mation. Although 3,500 companies are contained in the data set for at least

some months, many appear for only short periods. The full data set contains

many firms which evidence severe non-trading.

To avoid infrequent trading problems and other difficulties asso-

ciated with data inconsistencies, we constructed a data subset for our analy-

sis. First, since the LBS tape provides monthly information on each nonth's

final recorded transactions price, the date of this transaction, and the

monthly high and low price, we were able to select only months in which

both the recorded price and the previous month's recorded price were trans-

actions prices for the last day of the month. This restriction substan-

tially reduced the size of our san^jle, from 550,000 to about ll;0,000

conrpany months. This procedure both reduces the non-trading problem which may

lead to poor estimates of 3 .
, and avoids the problem of firms which

1

experienced ex-days during a month but were last traded before the ex-date.

TJote that for these firms, the measured price decline due to the dividend

payment would be zero.

We also deleted i) any firms for which we had less than twelve

admissable observations, on the grounds that the estimated B.'s would be poor

guides to actual betas, ii) outlying observations on dividend yield {>25J per
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year) and share price movementB (any observation corresponding to more than a

50 percent price movement during one month) and iii ) any months involving non-

cash dividends or special rights issues. Finally, ve examined only obser-

vations on large firms, measured by market value at the end of I9BI. Our

results are based on all firms in the first third of the value distribution

although, the findings are not particularly sensitive to choosing alternative

cut-off points. This firm size criterion reduced our sample size to 38,000

lA
company-months

.

B. Results

Estimates of equations (9) and (lO) using the restricted data sample of

firms without announcement or information biases are presented in Table TV.

The results confirm the daily findings and provide strong support for the

hypothesis that taxes influence the relationship between dividend yields and

security returns. In the simplest specification, based on the CAPM, the esti-

mated tax penalty on dividends falls from 7^ to k^ percent between Regimes II

and III. A drop-off of this magnitude corresponds very closely to the decline

in average marginal tax rates reported in Table I. The evidence on changes

between Regime I and H is more difficult to interpret; there are movements in

both directions in the various equations, and the hypothesis of equal coef-

ficients (a- ~ ^2^ ^^ never be rejected.

;_

' The lower rows of Table IV presents the results of estimating our

fixed-effects models for the same restricted data sample. Again the findings

suggest the importance of tax changes, although in the firm-effect models many
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of the inter-regime coefficient changes are larger than the "predicted"

changes based on Table I. These large values reflect in part the failure of

the fixed effects estimator vithout time dummies to capture the variation due

to systematic forces at each moment of time. When the time dummies are added,

in equations he and llf, the coefficients and their differences decline to

magnitudes similar to those of the CAPM.

The major puzzle in the results is why the estimated tax rates are

so high. Their values suggest some sort of bias due to mismeasurement of risk.

In the CAPM models, addition of variables designed to capture these biases,

such as the inverse price, reduce the absolute size of the coefficients

slightly. The changes are not enough to resolve the n^^stery, however. While

our coefficients are implausibly large, other authors using non-American data

have found similar results. Lakonishok and Vermaelen (1983) discovered that

Canadian share prices often fall on ex-days by only one third of the dividend

value, suggesting a value for 6 of roughly two thirds. These incredible

values for price drop-offs should be a source of further study.

Table V presents estimates of the returns model for the entire

1955-1981 period using our instrumental variable procedure for handling the

information effect problem. The results provide further support for the

hypothesis that taxes affect the relationship between dividend yields and

security returns. The estimated differences between a and a range between

.25 and .30 for the modified CAPM equations, and are somewhat larger in the

fixed-effects case. These findings suggest that the major tax reform in 19T3

did not lead to changes in security returns for only a few days around the ex-
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day. Rather, these results suggest a more persistent effect which can be

traced in monthly returns. This encouraging evidence is partially offset by

the comparison between Regime I and Regime II . There are few dramatic changes,

in spite of the fact that the introduction of a capital gains tax should have

reduced 6. The l^nsothesis that o-. ~°p "^^ ^ rejected in only one of the six

equations. We cannot therefore refute our earlier conjecture that direct divi-

dend taxes are reflected in returns, while the effect of capital gains taxes is

much more subtle.

The addition of our risk proxies, the inverse price and average

dividend yield, does not alter the conclusions. While the P. /P. variable

always enters with a statistically significant coefficient (the t-statistics

are often greater than ten), it leads to only minor reductions in the level of

the a coefficients and virtually no changes in the inter-regime differences.

The average yield variable, (D/P), also has a significant positive

coefficient.-^^ This suggests that a higher average dividend yield raises the

ex ante return on a security, even in the months when it is not paying divi-

dends. However, the size of the estimated yield coefficients are often

implausibly large. The question of how dividend policy affects required

returns in non-dividend months should be a subject of further study.

In our attempt to learn why the absolute sizes of a were larger than

expected, we tried several alternative approaches to estimating the basic

2
equations. First, we added d and B . as explanatory variables in our esti-

mating equations. These had almost no effect. We experimented with more

restrictive data sets, focusing only on the very largest companies. This also

had no effect. These results, however, underscore the possible biases in the
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level of estimated dividend valuation coefficients and further emphasizes the

need for tests vhich rely upon genuine variation in the tax system in studying

dividends and taxes.
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IV. Conclusions

The results in this paper suggest the importance of taxes in deter-

mining the relationship between dividend yields and stock market returns.

Using both daily and monthly data on British securities, we have documented

that changes in dividend taxation have a substantial effect on the premium

which investors inquire to induce them to receive returns in the form of divi-

dends. Our results provide ample evidence of the importance of the biases

that have been extensively discussed in the literature. However, these biases

due to "information effects" and problems of neasuring risk are common to all

tax regimes. Hence, our findings that the valuation of dividends changes

across tax regimes provides strong evidence that tax effects account for a

significant part of the positive relationship between yields and stock market

returns

.

Our conclusions thus support inferences drawn by Litzenberger and

Ramaswany (1979, 1982) and Gordon and Bradford (1980), and cast doubt on

those obtained by Miller and Scholes (1982) and Kalay (I982) from American

data. Of course, it is possible that our results cannot be extrapolated to

American securities narkets. Certain tax rules, such as the investment

interest limitation stressed by Miller and Scholes (19T8), differ between

Britain and the U.S. However, the significance of tax details for market

valuation of dividends has never been doc\imented. Feenberg (I981) provides

evidence suggesting that dividends are taxable for more than 99 percent of

American investors.

It would be valuable to extend this work in several directions.
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First, some other countries, notably Canada, have significantly reformetJ divi-

dend taxation in recent years. Their experiences provide similar controlled

experiments for assessing tax effects. Second, oar research has not examined

clientele effects, though changing tax rules offer the potential for further

exploration of this important issue. A natural project vould consider whether

differences in fi across firms have become less pronounced since the reductions

in dividend tax rates on most investors. These problems are closely linked to

the question of vhether there is a "supply effect" in dividend payout. If

firms adjust their dividend payout ratios vhen the tax lav changes, this could

influence the equilibrium premium on dividend paying shares. Poterba (198I4)

reports some tests of vhether tax changes lead firms to alter their payout

rules. Finally, an alternative method of examining the market's valuation of

dividends is suggested by Amoako-Adu's (I983) study of hov the announcement of

Canadian 'tax reform affected different securities. It voiild be useful to

apply his approach to British data, although there are serious problems in

dating the moment vhen expectations of tax reform change.

Perhaps the most important item on the agenda for future research is

the development of a theory of vhy firms pay dividends in environments

vhere they are "tax penalized. Such a theory is a necessary prelude to a full

understanding of the effects of dividend taxation on real economic behavior.

A survej- of some existing approaches and some empirical tests of their impli-

cations is presented in Poterba and Summers (1984),
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Footnotes

1. This was calculated ty multiplying the $6l billion dollars of

dividends paid by the nonfinancial corporate sector (see the Economic Report

of the President , 1983, Table B-12) by an estimate of the average marginal tax

rate on dividends. Feldstein, Dicks-Mireaux and Poterba (1983) calculated

effective dividend tax rates for years prior to I98O. Their marginal tax rate

on dividends for 1979 vas .3^5. Since fev investors are likely to experience

changes in their marginal tax rates because of dividend receipts, the average

and marginal rates are very similar.

2. Equation (l) would hold if all investors faced the same tax

rates. In situations with important heterogeneity in the tax treatment of

dividends and capital gains, however, this expression would be replaced by a

complicated weighted average of individual tax parameters. Our exposition

focusses on "the marginal investor," in part because of difficulty with the

existing theories of how equilibrium is achieved in the presence of differen-

tial taxes. Shaefer (1983) addresses some of these questions.

3. Prior to 19T3, some investor income tax was withheld "at source"

so the actual cheque received by shareholders was less than the announced

dividend. After 19T3, shareholders received the full announced dividend.

k. Kaplanis (1983) discusses these trading rules in greater detail.

5. Data on share ownership proportions for the U.K. may be found in

King, Haldrett, and Poterba (l98i+).

6. There have been several recent papers concerned with questions of

tax trading around ex-dividend days. These include Kalay (19B2), Elton,

Gruber, and Rentzler (l983a) and Kalay (1983), all of which discuss the magni-

tude of transactions costs for trading around the ex-day. Lakonishok and

Vermaelen (1983) have reported tests of the short-term trading ha'pothesis for

Canada, and concluded that it may explain ex-day price movements there. The

source of these differences might be traced to institutional details or other

factors and clearly warrants further investigation.

T» We began with a sample of twenty large, non-nationalized

industrial firms selected from Fortune's I98I listing of the world's largest

500 industrial corporations. For four firms, substantial evidence of non-

trading, especially early in the sample period, or other difficulties in

finding comparable price series through time, led to exclusion from the

sample; '
- •

-
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B. We estimated the returns model by ordinary least squares,

"2 - 1 V *2
computed o = — I ^u+. for each i firm, and then weighted observations for the

^ t^
i"^^ firm 'by 1/ /"2 . The differences between the OLS and the GLS results were

i

typically minor.

9. Further work nust consider whether there are unusual share price

movements for the few days before or after ex-days, as Black and Scholes (19T3)

suggested could explain U.S. ex-dividend behavior.

10. We attempted to estimate clientele effects for each tax regime by

adding squared dividend yields to our returns model. While there were some

weak evidence of clientele effects, in the form of a negative coefficient on

the quadratic term, neither the size of this coefficient nor its differences

could be estimated with any precision given our small sample.

11. The assumption of independence across firms at any moment is

usually rejected by securities data, and corrective estimation techniques

(Zellner's SUE method) have been applied "by Gibbons (1982) and Hess (1982,

I9B3). Because our monthly sangile of firms is so large, these procedures were

computationally impractical.

12. The use of lagged dividend information forced lis to eliminate

the first twelve monthly observations for each firm.

13. Gordon and Bradford (I98O) also use an instrumental variables

technique. This instrumental variable procedure does not require us to use

all available lagged information in forming our estimate of X , It is con-

sistent so long as some elements of the relevant information set Si are

employed. Since it is a powerful tool for analyzing models which involve

rational expectations, it should find numerous applications in financial eco-

nomics.

Ik. Other variables in the monthly regressions were measured as

follows. We calculated the after-tax risk-free return as (l-m)r where t

is a time series on the weighted average narginal tax rate on interest income

calculated ty Ohmial and Foldes (19T5) and Ohmial (l9T9), recently extended

by King, Raldrett, and Poterba (l98it). The risk free return was measured as

the short term Treasury bill rate from the LBS Indices file. We calculated

E as the sum of the capital gain and dividend yield components on the

FT-Actuaries 500 Share Industrial Index.

15. Rosenberg and Marathe (19T9) and Elton, Gruber, and Rentzler

(1983a), experiment with a variety of similar modifications to the basic CA.PM

equation, adding average dividend yield variables. There remain some

questions about whether there is a "supply effect."
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